this year where participants will be invited to have mentor working with ITS business intelligence (ITS BI) to build a DEI Educational Programming Dashboard. This data

Procedure related to sexual harassment, sexual misconduct, and sex

reviewing

University DEI Updates

UIRF (Tech Transfer), the TRI, the UI Research Park, Chief Innovation Officer Entrepreneurs in Residence

explore the commercial potential of ideas and innovations arising from their work at the University. Some of 

Finalists will be interviewed by Iowa 

Application submission requirements include a resume and a cover letter addressing

Fellows with ideas for products or solutions can apply for a special grant in the Spring of 2023 to pursue

IOWA INNOVATION LEADERSHIP Fellows will be invited to participate in exclusive events and activities

• Six med 

leadership, alumni, and guests. The program resumes Friday morning with additional informational sessions,

• 

•

•

year.

an ambassador to your peers and colleagues interested in innovation, selected Fellows will play a vital role in

Translating ideas and innovations generated in research laboratories, clinical settings or through the pursuit

The IOWA INNOVATION LEADERSHIP Fellows program invites select trainees (graduate students, post 

Leadership Fellowship

Principal Battery Modeling and Design Environment Engineer

Corrdesa

5 new electrochemistry jobs

Purpose of the Syllabus

and instructors

this text should be reviewed by instructors as they build their syllabus and removed or adjusted as

text on the syllabus template is meant for instructors and provided for additional instructions and examples;

Syllabi should be available to students on the course ICON site at the first

CLAS Fall 2022 Syllabus Information for

Jean

Matt Mason, piano

Tuesday, Aug. 9, 5:30 p.m.

Enjoy the sounds of piano, electronics, and a water clock. This unique performance is being done in

Sounds of Water

website on Undergraduate Academic Misconduct

Team

please complete the Dean of Students

If a student shares information related to a well 

• Reasons instructors might use the form:

reporting form

Schaeffer Hall) have created a reporting form for instructors to use when academic concerns arise related to

Concerned about an undergraduate student?

for Instructors of Undergraduate Courses

Dr. Gary Schiltz

Contact:

Experience using modern instrumentation such as ELN, preparative HPLC, LC/MS, and flash purification

Department of Chemistry

This position supports extramurally funded projects that focus on early stage medicinal chemistry and

2287

5 new electrochemistry jobs

101

https://chem.uiowa.edu/news

2948